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Do we have a problem? They say that the ‘first step in fixing a problem is admitting you have one’ (1). However, ‘admission’ infers that there is some wilful ignorance; a less than desirable motive. What if there is nothing of the sort, but simply and plainly ‘ignorance’?

Sustainable social health development requires more than technical knowledge and skills training alone. Health professionals—providers, managers, and administrators—need to respond to their individual challenges at specific times and in particular places. It is no longer appropriate to focus on a single issue; wickedly complex problems are the primary tasks of these professionals.

Health professionals should have access to quality training for them to fulfil their respective roles and functions for sustainable development, especially at local levels. Unfortunately, this is often not the case, or at the very least, we could certainly make improvements. Here, we will address some of these problems with the hopes that it will be a contribution to the discussion of how to improve training.

Topics versus Subjects

Curricula in most training courses are organised according to topics (Integrated Vector Management, Collecting and Managing Data in the Field, Demonstration of Vector Control Methods, Emergency Response Planning, Policy and Guideline Development, Management of Logistics and Supplies, and so forth). However, most universities organise their courses according to subjects (Biostatistics, Epidemiology, Research Methods, etc.).
Environment Health, Health Economics, and so forth). While there may be some apparent overlap, the university-based, subjects tend to be more theoretical, while the training courses are mostly practical.

Resource persons, putative ‘experts,’ who are invited as instructors could reflect these differing worldviews, which may lead to some differences in the approaches to teaching. University-based lecturers are more familiar with a classroom setting and possibly research (‘publish or perish’). Others invited to act as resource persons are usually from on-the-ground organisations, agencies, or ministries. These instructors, for the most part, bring practical experience and knowledge.

We have found that these differences are important and could result in much conflict among the instructors, but also confusion among those attending as participants. It is essential for the course organising committee to, first, determine which teaching-learning methods will be adopted for the entire course; second, to communicate these methods to the resource persons; third, to have facilitators to ensure consistency in each session and throughout the course; and, finally to introduce these methods to the participants, so that they will be comfortable with any novel approaches.

**Teacher-versus Student-centred**

Recent changes in pedagogy have shifted focus away from the teacher to the student (2). It should be noted; however, that these changes are mostly in pre-university settings. Universities appear to be reluctant, with significant exceptions, to adopt any of these changes (3–7). It could be argued that in Southeast Asia, this problem is probably more so as a result of a tendency for national sociocultural norms to creep into university systems: nepotism, patronage, and dodgy ethics.

These student-centred approaches (8–9) include problem-based learning (10) (Figure 1), team-based learning (11) (Figure 2a,b), service learning (12). These approaches which hand over more control to the students, in our experience, fail miserably in university settings, even though some initiatives are made; over time, academic courses will revert to the familiar. Lecturers are especially afraid of being challenged by students, so interactive or participatory approaches rarely happen. If there is hope, it remains with international agencies and ministries that organise training courses.

The Bachelor of Public Health (Royal Institute of Health Sciences, Bhutan) was an opportunity for the inclusion of a number of these student-centred methods. This programme was an upgradation course for previous graduates of RIHS (Health Assistant certificate). The programme lasted four semesters; the final semester being almost entirely in the field as 3-student groups. The first half of the semester (approximately two months) involved the students doing situational analyses of, for example, an individual handicapped patient, a Basic Health Unit (BHU), district-wide health evaluation, and hospital information system.

After presentations of the group results, the students selected one of the findings for an individual project that would last for the remainder of the semester. They were assigned to plan, implement, and evaluate their projects, without any resources provided other than what they were able to mobilise themselves locally (Figure 3–4). By all accounts and their own evaluations, this was highly successful as a learning experience.

**Curriculum Design**

Lecturers or degree-holding officials, who base their ideas of education on their previous degrees (the more senior, the more dated) should not be allowed anywhere near the curriculum design process, except perhaps to contribute their specific area of expertise. They should not be involved in organising the teaching-learning activities. This may well be contentious, as subject experts tend to equate their professional expertise with how they acquired it and impose...
those methods with some authority. Curriculum design should be allocated to those with experience, especially in developing training programmes; with subject experts providing their contribution.

Every subject expert feels that his or her subject should have priority, and the ensuing disagreements can be quite acrimonious. This is why it is important to define the purpose of the course, the target audience, and what the learning objectives are. These learning objectives should be consistent with the teaching-learning activities as well as the evaluation (11).

A common problem, reminiscent of university courses, is the so-called ‘silo’ effect, whereby subject material (with a Table of Contents arrangement) dictates the training course material. It is essential to focus on what

---

**Figure 2a.** BPH students work in teams on the management of group dynamics and communication. The aim of the exercise was to construct (with the same materials provided) a device that would ensure that a raw egg survived a drop of 1 storey. (Photo credit: Matthias Pullmann)

**Figure 2b.** The test: success rate was 50%. (Photo credit: Matthias Pullmann)

**Figure 3a.** Community Mobilisation. An indigent villager had been identified in the previous analysis phase. This student mobilised the community to address her needs. (Photo credit: Gang Dorji)

**Figure 3b.** Committee Formation. The committee that resulted from these efforts arrange for her room renovation, monitoring, acquiring supplies, and setting up a bank account to handle the finances. (Photo credit: Gang Dorji)
the students actually learn to do, rather then what they know. Knowledge can easily change and vary according to location, and students should learn how to obtain more up-to-date and situation-specific information, but attitudes and skills should be the primary outcome of training.

**Training Venues**

The locations where training course are held are either training centres or more often hotels, as a large number of participants can easily necessitate the later venue. Experienced training organisers will know that they have to give very specific instructions to any host, if they want to avoid changing all the arrangements of furniture. If a hotel Food and Beverage department learns that training is to take place, they will line up chairs, perhaps with desks as well, facing front like good little school children; facing the lectern of the ever-changing speaker. Any group work with interactive dialogue is doomed. Large round tables seem to be the best arrangement for interaction.

The timetable is also vulnerable to imposing on the learning process: morning and afternoon sessions, each with a set time period will make administrators happy, but it is antithetical to good learning, which should have flexibility built in.

Tea breaks are also mandated (at 3 o’clock for 15 minutes). Who says so? Why not just place refreshments out during the afternoon period and let the participants decide for themselves when to take a break? Do they really need catering staff to pour the coffee; what are they afraid that someone may steal a teaspoon?

This is just an example of how training course timetables can smother participant enthusiasm.

**Premature Evaluation**

Kirkpatrick (13) has defined four levels of course evaluation: Level 1 (How did the participants react?), Level 2 (What did they learn?), Level 3 (How did they apply what they learned in their work?), and Level 4 (What was the impact of those applications?). Most training course will include the first two levels: satisfaction surveys as well as pre-and post-testing (mostly basic knowledge). Occasionally, there will be external evaluations, sometimes mandated by the funding agency, but these seldom go to the second two levels.

The latter two levels are not assessed, as it is simply too expensive or complicated to do follow up, or, frankly, organisers do not care. Even funding agencies may be more concerned that the attendees all passed, the budget was well spent, and they receive great credit.

The problem with Levels 3 and 4 is that they necessarily involve change; change in the behaviours of the individuals, and changes that result from their actions (which, admittedly can be complicated with all sorts of confounding variables). Change is an awkward phenomenon.

Any change would necessarily involve a process that includes a decline in performance or outputs by virtue of unfamiliarity, fear, or discomfort, followed by increasing performance until (hopefully) a higher level results (14). How long does the period of chaos last, and how long does it take to reach improved levels? It depends.
However, if an evaluation is conducted during the necessary chaotic period, this would show only failure, as it was premature and not understanding the necessity of the change process. It is surprising how many organisations mandate a certain period to do evaluations not taking this into account. Perhaps this is why they do not do Levels 3 and 4 evaluations; it messes up their happiness.

**Are We Failing to Learn or Learning to Fail**

Can we improve training for health professionals? One answer could be that it would be difficult to achieve if we do not make significant changes in the institutional culture of training programmes. Any problem requires a careful, honest analysis of all the variables involved. We have just touched on a few of them above. Why can we not make improvements?

Sustainable local health development suggests that a problem-solving approach needs to be adopted through cycles of change. If we do not emphasise this in our training courses, then we are unlikely to have a significant impact.
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